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Abstract 
 

As various pieces of information can be provided through the web, schemes that provide 

search results optimized for individual users are required in consideration of user preference. 

Since the existing social search schemes use users’ profiles, the accuracy of the search 

deteriorates. They also decrease the reliability of a search result because they do not consider a 

search time. Therefore, a new social search scheme that considers temporal information as 

well as popularities and user preferences is required. In this paper, we propose a new mobile 

social search scheme considering popularities and user preferences based on temporal 

information. Popularity is calculated by collecting the visiting records of users, while user 

preference is generated by the actual visiting information among the search results. In order to 

extract meaningful information from the search target objects that have multiple attributes, a 

skyline processing method is used, and rank is given to the search results by combining the 

user preference and the popularity with the skyline processing result. To show the superiority 

of the proposed scheme, we conduct performance evaluations of the existing scheme and the 

proposed scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to advances in mobile networks and smartphone popularity in recent years, users can 

now connect to the internet anytime from anywhere. In addition, as users’ locations can be 

found through a Global Positioning System (GPS), wireless internet, and mobile 

communication networks, several studies on mobile social network services (SNSs) 

combining location-based services have been conducted [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 22, 23]. The importance 

of social searches that consider user preferences has arisen along with the development of the 

mobile network environments [6, 14, 15, 24]. The social search is a method that provides users 

preferred search results by analyzing their individual preferences from various SNSs that they 

visit frequently and considering them in contrast with existing web searches [6, 7, 19]. In the 

mobile environment, the ability of the social search to determine how to maintain up-to-date 

data status and how to assign the rank of the results is a critical issue. In contrast with general 

computing environments, portable terminals are highly personalized, and the amount of 

information that can be contained on a screen is limited. Therefore, an efficient search result 

layout is more convenient for users [8, 9, 10, 13, 16].  

The most general social search method is to collect user behavior information from SNSs 

or emails and to search various sets of information provided through SNSs or common 

interests. That is, user preferences are analyzed by collecting keywords and internet links from 

main bodies of emails or comments over SNSs, and they are reflected in search results to 

assign ranks. Most social searches use implicit information-collection methods in order to 

collect information for analyzing user preferences without the direct participation of users. In 

other words, users do not enter their preferences or profiles themselves. Rather, their 

preferences or interests are extracted through the collection of their recent SNS activity 

information. However, during implicit information-collection, information should be 

collected for a certain period of time to analyze user preferences [11, 12]. If sufficient 

information is not collected, it could degrade search accuracy, since user preferences may not 

be understood correctly.  

There are two methods of reducing the collection period of user activity information for the 

analysis of recent user preferences. The first is a scheme based on public popularity or expert 

assessment [1]. Such a scheme calculates popularity from the activities of SNS users and 

analyzes core keywords of query content transferred by users. Through the analyzed content, 

experts are selected for a corresponding keyword, thereby reflecting their assessment 

information and assigning priority to the search results. Therefore, objective search results can 

be provided through public popularity and expertise assessment. However, this scheme has a 

drawback, in that it cannot reflect individual personal preferences directly. The second method 

is a scheme that uses profiles of similar users [10]. This scheme performs searches using the 

preferences of users that have similar profiles to a user while collecting profiles. In general, 

user preferences change from time to time, but few users change their preferences explicitly. 

Therefore, if the preferences of users whose profiles are similar to that of a particular user are 

used for a search, it may generate search results that are different from the particular user’s 

preference. In addition, since this method searches similar users using a profile that a user 

explicitly enters, the reliability of the profiles may be degraded. Since both of the two methods 

above determine the priority of search results based on user preferences, public popularity, or 

expert assessments, they are limited in their ability to provide search results suitable for users 

who move based on the search results. Therefore, a scheme that can provide user-preferred 
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search results considering temporal characteristics and the preference and popularity of a 

specific place is required.  

In this paper, we propose a mobile social search scheme that considers popularity and user 

preference based on temporal information. Since the proposed method selects candidates 

appropriate for a time slot to be searched utilizing temporal information, it can reduce the 

amount of computation, as there is no need for an exhaustive assessment of all places within a 

search radius. Popularity is calculated by collecting the actual visit records of service users. 

The existing implicit information-collection methods determine user preferences by analyzing 

the activities of users over SNSs, such as registration of posts, comments, or sent and received 

emails. However, such methods require long-term data collection to create reliable user 

preferences. To overcome this limitation, this paper creates user preferences by collecting 

information on places a user visits through social search results. This process can shorten the 

data-collection period required for the analysis of user preferences. A skyline query processing 

technique is used to extract meaningful information from search target objects that have 

multiple attributes. The proposed scheme assigns priority of the search results based on the 

skyline query processing results as well as user preferences and popularity.   

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the characteristics and issues of the 

existing schemes in related work are described, while the proposed social search scheme is 

described in Section 3. In Section 4, the results of the performance evaluation are presented to 

verify the performance of the proposed scheme. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions and 

suggestions for future research are presented.  

2. Related Work 

T. Vu proposed Odin that finds targeted answers about who most likely helps answer the 

question with a high level of confidence in mobile social networks [18]. Odin uses the latent 

variable model proposed in [21] to generate the relationship strength between all users from 

social network profiles and identifies user expertise via mining social network data as well as 

sensing data from mobile devices. To enhance the probability of getting an answer with high 

quality, a modified page rank-like scheme considering the relationship strength and the user 

expertise is used.  

P. Shankar proposed a location based service called SocialTelescope based on user 

interactions about locations to accomplish a location query in mobile social networks [1]. 

Since user interactions act as implicit feedback about locations in SocialTelescope, they are 

used to maintain and index information about locations. To process location queries from 

users, SocialTelescope first generates candidate locations based on matching user tags and 

then sorts these results by popularity. SocialTelescope assigns expertise score to users based 

on the query keywords. The ranking engine uses the location index and the user expertise score 

to rank the candidate locations by popularity weighted by user expertise. 

A. Nagpal proposed SLANT using online social chatter to provide personalized web search 

[11]. SLANT uses the Google custom search engine to search sites with links extracted from 

email and Twitter. SLANT mined a user’s email and Twitter feeds to improve the quality of 

web search and developed four indices such as email links index, friends’ names index, 

Twitter links index, and toptweets index. SLANT combines results from the different indices 

for improving user satisfaction. 

A. Kashyap developed SonetRank to provide the personalized web search based on the 

aggregate relevance feedback of the users in similar groups [17]. SonetRank combines the 
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three factors such as user’s preference, group preference, and query preference and builds a 

Social-Aware Search (SAS) graph model that captures users, queries, groups, documents, and 

their associations. A personalized ranking is generated based on the SAS graph via the 

authority-flow based algorithm SonetRank calculates a confidence factor to decide the quality 

of the SonetRank ranking and merges the results returned by the SonetRank and the results 

returned by the search engine via confidence factor. 

Y. A. Kim proposed the Topic-Driven SocialRank scheme based on social information 

such as the user profile and connectivity that are varied by topics [16]. Topic-Driven 

SocialRank scheme provides interest-driven search results with relevant web content from 

friends using social contacts online by identifying similar, credible users. The users having 

high social relationship values issue more relevant search results than other users. 

A. Jatowt proposed the raking scheme based on temporal analysis to retrieve fresh and 

relevant contents [20]. A search engine first generates candidate results via web search engine. 

Since content changes are more important to users than other types of changes, content 

changes are considered. To determine the relevance of the changes to the query topic, cosine 

similarities between the query vector and the change vectors for each candidate result are 

calculated. The candidate results returned by a search engine are re-ordered to give a high 

priority to the web pages with fresher and relevant information higher.  

3. The proposed social search scheme  

3.1 System architecture 

In this paper, we propose a novel social search scheme to overcome the problems of the 

existing schemes and to process a query efficiently for social searches in a mobile environment. 

The proposed location-based social search scheme is composed of four steps. First, we create a 

candidate group that is provided as a final search result by excluding non-operating places that 

have no visitors during the query time slot among place candidates including keywords by 

analyzing the keyword and time information included in the query. Second, we calculate the 

popularity of each candidate through the user’s visit records previously collected from SNSs. 

Third, we select meaningful places by performing skyline processing with respect to the 

candidate group and assign weights to attributes based on user preference information to 

calculate the user preference scores of the candidates. Finally, we sum the popularity score and 

the user preference score and assign priority of the search results based on the final score, 

thereby providing the search result to users.  

Fig. 1 shows the overall system structure of the proposed social search scheme. A server 

continuously collects and analyzes SNS posts, including various pieces of location 

information uploaded by all users, using a collector. A repository stores user information, 

location information, and visit records. A user requests a query to a social search system in a 

mobile environment. The proposed social search system consists of five modules such as 

repository, query processor, candidate generator, skyline process, and ranking engine. The 

repository stores SNS information and location information collected from mobile users, and 

user preferences generated by our system. A query processor extracts core keywords, the time, 

and the user’s current location from the user’s query. A candidate generator creates 

appropriate candidates and calculates a popularity score, while a skyline process assigns a 

weight based on the user preference information. A ranking engine sums the popularity and 

user preference scores obtained from the candidate generator and the skyline process and 

assigns rankings. 
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Fig. 1. System structure of the social search scheme 

 

 

An information-collection module (collector) gathers user feedback information regarding 

location information, user visiting information, and search results. Fig. 2 shows the 

information-collection process of the proposed scheme. Location information is newly created 

or updated if the location information is not available in the server due to a lack of user visits or 

if information update is required. When a visitor performs a location registration for the first 

time, the server assigns a unique ID for the location and stores the location information along 

with additional location-related information, such as business trade name, business sector, and 

price information in the database. If the location information requires an update, then all 

information other than the unique ID of the location is updated collectively. If the server 

already contains the visit information of a user, it only records the visiting information of the 

user. The user’s visiting record consists of a unique user ID, the visit location, and time 

information. The feedback of the search results stores information about the location once a 

user performs a search of the surrounding area and an actual visit to the place is conducted. 

Each of the characteristic values regarding the visited place is reflected in the user’s preference 

through the feedback. Based on the accumulated visit information, a user’s preference 

information is updated in the user table.  
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Fig. 2. Information-collection process 

 

The proposed social search scheme continuously collects and stores visiting records of all 

locations of users through location-based services during the query processing. A user sends a 

query including his/her location information and expected visiting time to receive social 

search services, while the server provides a user with appropriate search results. Fig. 3 shows 

the query processing procedure of our system. The query processor analyzes user queries, 

while the candidate generator selects appropriate candidate results using user location and core 

keywords and excludes candidates that are not operating through time information. All 

location information included in candidate results calculates popularity scores through users’ 

visiting frequencies. The skyline process assigns weights to locations that satisfy user 

preferences through the skyline among locations in the candidate group created by the 

candidate generator. Finally, the ranking engine sums scores calculated in the candidate 

generator and the skyline process respectively to assign rankings and return the top-k result 

values requested by a user.  

 
Fig. 3. The query processing procedure 
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3.2 Repository structure 

In order to identify user preferences by analyzing information collected from users, a 

repository is required to store detailed information about visiting records and locations. The 

preference table stores user preference information, while the visiting table stores user’s 

visiting records. If a user visits a certain location via the previous search result of our system, a 

visiting record is stored. The location table contains detailed information about locations.  

Table 1 shows a repository structure. Data collected from users is stored in the three tables 

to calculate a fast search in response to various queries by users. The visiting record table 

stores the visiting records of all users. visiting times and locations are recorded in the time and 

Location_ID fields in the visiting record table. If a certain location actually is visited via 

previous search results, the visiting information is stored in the feedback field. The preference 

table stores user preference information. In preference table, iW  is the weight value, which is 

calculated by visiting record and the existing weight value. The location table consists of the 

unique ID of the location, name, location coordinates, category, and so on.  

 
Table 1. Repository structure 

 

(a) Preference table 

User_ID W1 W2 

1402954 0.38 0.62 

1302540 0.71 0.29 

1102450 0.91 0.09 

(b) Visiting record table 

User_ID Time Location_ID Feedback 

1402954 20121009T131523 274 0.43, 0.57 

1302540 20121008T153010 455 - 

1102450 20120931T050312 423 - 

(c) Location table 
Location_ID Name X Y Category 

274 Dunkin 30 -97 Restaurant, seafood 

455 BergerKing 27 -95 Restaurant, bakery 

423 Napoli -50 42 Restaurant, seafood 

 

 

The location information is very large, so it is stored through a hierarchical structure up to the 

detailed regional unit based on the actual address system, as shown in Fig. 4. For example, if a 

search location is within a city called C7 in a state called G3, only locations in a list within the 

C7 table among city lists inside a unit region of G3 are searched. Generally, a user tends to 

mainly visit locations in his/her administrative region (state, city, etc.). That is, a user is likely 

to visit facilities in a city where she/he is currently located rather than using facilities of other 

cities that are nearby. Therefore, if a hierarchical structure is employed to manage usable 

facilities, candidates can be searched efficiently based on location. In addition, search criteria 

to generate an appropriate candidate group can be minimized accordingly. Distance 

information out of the additional pieces of information regarding locations is not stored as well, 

because it changes with the user’s search location.  
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Fig. 4. Hierarchical structure of location information 

 

General information-collection methods require long-term information collection of 

activities of users over SNSs to create reliable user preferences. Data on whether a user 

actually visits a location from existing search results is collected to create user preferences to 

shorten the implicit information-collection period. The final weight iW  of each parameter in 

the User table represents a user preference of each attribute. A user preference is calculated by 

collecting information about whether a user visited a location from existing search results and 

storing an average value of the visits, as shown in Equation (1). Here, k  is the total number of 

user feedback entries in a recent period T, while id  is an i -th attribute value, which is 

calculated as shown in Equation (2). In Equation (2), in  is a normalized value of iv  collected 

through the user feedback, which can be calculated by iiv . Since the range of values in each 

attribute i  of i  differs, it is a parameter to normalize them between 0 and 1. iv  is an attribute 

value of location based on a user, such as distance and price when a user visits a specific 

location from the search results. 
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For example, let us assume that three pieces of feedback information are collected from a 

user, as shown in Fig. 5. A normalized user feedback is a normalized value of user feedback 

information. Through the normalization, attribute units that differ from one another can be 

unified. When this is calculated via Equation (2), a feature value of each attribute is created. 
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Through this, a ratio of each attribute can be calculated. The calculated value represents how 

important each value is to a user so that a mean value of feature values is calculated as a user 

preference using Equation (1).  

 

 
 

Fig. 5. User preference information 

 

3.3 Candidate result generation  

In the proposed scheme, a visit time is included and transferred with the search information. 

Therefore, the search efficiency can be increased by applying a method of assigning a high 

weight to publicly popular locations in the search time slot utilizing a mixed model. The 

utilization of time information can produce three positive effects. First, the hours of operation 

of the search location can be utilized in the search process. These can be inferred through the 

visit records of a corresponding time slot by checking user visit records within a valid time 

range in the search time. Therefore, locations that a user cannot visit within the expected visit 

time slot are excluded from the candidate group based on operating hours. Second, effective 

processing results in response to comprehensive queries can be provided. As shown in Fig. 6, 

the most active check-in records occur between 12:00 and 20:00. The expected value of a 

comprehensive keyword, such as Restaurant, differs slot by slot when the time is divided into 

12:00 to 14:00, 14:00 to 18:00, and after 18:00. It may be a simple location search for regular 

meals or a location search including Cafe or Bar depending on the search time. That is, if a 

query requires a wide range of search results, the number of locations to be searched can be 

reduced. Third, unnecessary computations can be decreased. The amount of accumulated 

check-in information collected continuously within a specific period is enormous. Therefore, 

it would take a great deal of time to sort out the rankings of candidates based on the assignment 

of user preference and public popularity scores in each module. Therefore, the utilization of 

time information only exploits check-in information within the valid range so that it can 

reduce the number of candidates, thereby increasing the search efficiency and computation 

speed.  
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Fig. 6. Gowalla user check-in record by time 

 

 

It is vital to create an appropriate candidate group in order to provide search results 

required by users. Fig. 7 shows a candidate-generation process. First, it extracts location 

information that includes a core keyword in the location category information in the 

unit-region table that corresponds to a user’s current location. Locations that have no visit 

records within the search time are removed from the temporarily generated candidate group 

based on the time information specified by a user. This is because the businesses in the 

removed locations are regarded as not operating in the specified time. Through this process, a 

final candidate list is generated to provide search results. For example, assuming that a user 

called User34 arrives at a meeting place one and a half hours earlier than the appointment time, 

which was 16:00, and searches for a suitable café nearby to wait until the appointment time, he 

will send a query to the server in the following form: <User34, cafe, 36.002453, 145.356363, 

20131102T123124>. The server then identifies his current location through geocoding based 

on the latitude and longitude sent by the user. Through the location hierarchy structure, the city 

where the user is currently located is searched, and the locations that have cafés in the 

sub-category field are searched from the corresponding city table. Once an initial candidate list 

is generated via the search keyword, the time information of 14:00 is extracted from the search 

time “20131102T143124.” Locations for which no check-in records are found within the valid 

time period based on 14:00 are removed from the candidate list. In this way, locations that are 

currently operating can be checked, and nearby cafés that can be visited are included in the 

final candidate list.  
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Fig. 7. Candidate group generation process 

 

In the proposed scheme, the time information v  used to check the operating hours can be 

calculated via Equation (3). A weight is assigned within a valid range of 1u  and 2u  with 

respect to the past visit times )O(t i  of each location iO  based on an expected visit time )r(t . 

Here, 1u  and 2u  are values specified by repetitive experiences. If there are no visit records 

within a valid range, locations are removed from the candidate group. They are taken into 

consideration to calculate a popularity score )O(P i  through weights by utilizing time 

information v  only when visit records are found. 
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3.4 Ranking 

The proposed scheme performs a four-step processing procedure to return appropriate results 

to users based on data collected continuously. Once an appropriate candidate group is selected 

based on the user’s current location, popularity and location preference scores are calculated 

via the candidate generator and the skyline process, respectively. The location preference 

means how much a user prefer a particular location. The ranking engine assigns a final score 

iS  through Equation (4) by taking the popularity and location preference. Here, )O(L i  is the 

location preference, )O(P i  is the popularity, and   is the weight for each location in a 

candidate group iO . The weight   is determined by the search frequency. The candidate 

group is rearranged based on the final score, and the final result is returned to the user. 
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The Query Processor extracts core keywords and coordinates information from the user 

search query. In this way, a candidate group is selected based on the user’s current location. 

The information of the selected candidate locations is calculated as a score in which public 

popularity is considered during the recent period T based on a search period )Q(t . Equation 

(5) calculates popularity, where C  is the number of total visitors of total candidate locations 

during the recent period T , m  is the number of visitors of the corresponding candidate 

location iO , )O(t ij  is  the time that a visitor visits a candidate location iO . The popularity is 

calculated by assigning a higher weight to a more recent visit record )O(t ij  of location iO  

from the query time. In addition, a higher weight is given to visit records that have times closer 

to the search time through the time information weight v  according to the search time. 
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The Skyline Module selects objects that are not dependent on specific attribute values 

among search target objects that have multiple attributes. Through this process, unnecessary 

locations can be removed in advance, and priority is given by extracting only meaningful 

locations to users. Therefore, a location preference is calculated by considering user 

preference information with respect to objects selected through the skyline. Equation (6) 

calculates )O(L i . Here, kw  is user preference information, while kn  is a normalized attribute 

value of locations collected through feedback. 
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The Ranking Engine sums popularity scores and location preferences, thereby assigning 

rankings and returning the results. Here, a ratio   of popularity score and location preference 

is reflected through the actual search frequency af  divided by the search frequency threshold 

tf , as shown in Equation (7). The constant   that is applied to the calculation of   is a value 

calculated via performance evaluation in various environments. If user preference information 

exceeds the constant value   of the equation, search results in which only user preference 

information is considered (i.e., not general popularity) are provided. Therefore, to adjust this, 

the actual search frequency af  should not be accumulated such that it exceeds the search 

frequency threshold tf , and the applied proportion should be limited by the constant  .  
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Fig. 8 shows a Top-3 processing procedure in the social search. Generally, search results 

provide all results related to a keyword. As shown in Fig. 8(a), nearby information is searched 

based on the location of a user who requests a search from the Candidate Generator. Here, 

locations that have no visit records within a corresponding time slot are removed from the 

candidate list based on the time information transferred by a user. Based on the search 

keyword and time and location information, A, B, C, and D are extracted. Then, the weights 

and popularity of each location considering the search time are calculated. The more recent the 

visit, the higher the weight assigned to calculate public popularity. Similarly, the closer the 

time of the visit to the time requested by a user, the higher the weight assigned. The Skyline 

Module selects locations A and C that are not dependent on specific attributes among extracted 

locations and calculates a location preference by considering user preferences. In the Ranking 

Engine, popularity )O(P i  and location preference )O(L i  are summed to calculate a final score, 

as shown in Fig. 8(b). The proportions of popularity and location preference vary depending 

on the user’s search frequency. If the user’s search frequency shows a 65% utilization rate 

during a unit period, the proportion of location preference exceeds that of public popularity. 

Based on this result, a final rank is given for each location, thereby providing A, C, and D to 

the user. If the user requests additional information using a scroll, locations with rankings 

lower than B are provided. 

 

 
(a) Candidate generator and skyline process 

 
(b) Ranking engine 

Fig. 8. Social search processing procedure 
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4. Performance evaluation 

To show the superiority of the proposed social search scheme considering user preferences, we 

conducted performance evaluation in the same environment as the scheme proposed in [1]. 

The scheme proposed in [1] provides results through objective popularity and expert 

assessment. Therefore, it provides social search results that do not consider users’ personal 

preferences. Through the comparison evaluation with [1], we verified the objectivity of the 

ranking. The extent to which user preferences were reflected in the results was also verified 

through the average values of all attributes of locations included in the ranking. The 

performance evaluation was implemented by Java and conducted on a system with an Intel 

core i5-3570K CPU 3.4GHz and 8GB memory. We employed MySQL as a database. Table 2 

shows the data characteristics used in the performance evaluation. The experimental data was 

check-in data collected via the Gowalla API by Stanford University. This data consists of 

coordinates, user IDs, location IDs, and time location (i.e., no price information). As a result, 

price information was given arbitrarily by assigning prices as a mean value without detailed 

menu differentiation. Registered locations in New York City referred to restaurants where 

users had at least one check-in record rather than all restaurants in New York City. Gowalla 

provides location-based social services in smartphones or mobile terminals. It is a mobile 

application used to share and query information about who visits which locations with how 

many people along with location information between users. For this experiment, δ was set to 

0.7 in Equation (7). This was set through iterative experiments in the environment described in 

Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Gowalla check-in data 

Attribute Value 

No. of total users 196,591 

No. of total check-ins 6,442,890 

Collection duration Feb. 2009–Oct. 2010 (20 months) 

Registered locations 24,533 

 

Initial values for the performance evaluation based on preference information were set as 

shown in Table 3. Since the ability to obtain user location information at the time of the search 

from the existing collected dataset was limited, user location information was set arbitrarily. 

Preference is divided into two parameters such as distance and price. A user’s preference is 

computed by Equation (1) by using the visiting record of the user. When a user visits a 

particular location, the price preference and the distance preference mean weights assigned to 

a price and a distance, respectively. In other words, the price preference and the distance 

preference mean that the reason that a user visits a particular location is a price or a distance. 

For example, when type 1 with the distance preference 0.7 and the price preference 0.3 visits a 

location, it prefers distance over price as a choice criterion of the location. The search 

frequency represents the number of search requests about a particular location and is used to 

compute ranking scores in Equation (4). As shown in Equation (4), the proposed scheme 

assigns high weights to the location preference when the search frequency is high. It assigns 

high weights to the popularity when the search frequency is low. The user types are classified 

into seven types according to the price preference, the distance preference, and the search 

frequency. In order to conduct the performance evaluation according to the preference and the 

search frequency, types 1, 2, 3 and 4 set a high price preference value to 0.7 and a low price 
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preference value to 0.3 based on data collected via the Gowalla API. The distance preference 

was applied in the same way as the price preference. We also set the high search frequency 

value to 0.8 and the low search frequency value to 0.2. For the performance evaluation of the 

extreme cases, we used type 5 and type 6. We used type 7 to compare the characteristics of a 

user not considering particular types of preferences. To verify the flexibility of the proposed 

scheme, we conducted experiments with a variety of setup criteria. The search location of the 

user was 14th Street, New York, NY 10011, United States, and the search radius was within 

Downtown, New York City. 

 
Table 3. Performance evaluation setup values 

    Attribute 

Type 
Price preference Distance preference Search frequency 

Type 1 0.3 0.7 0.8 

Type 2 0.7 0.3 0.8 

Type 3 0.3 0.7 0.2 

Type 4 0.7 0.3 0.2 

Type 5 0 1 0.6 

Type 6 1 0 0.6 

Type 7 0.5 0.5 0.6 

 

As shown in Table 3, types 1 to 4 had different search frequencies but the same 

preferences, while types 5 to 7 were set to have neutral to extreme preferences. Types 5 and 6 

tended to select either distance or price one-sidedly. On the other hand, type 7 was not biased 

to either price or distance. The result of the nearby information search from the search location 

showed that a total of 707 candidate locations were searched. The existing scheme and the 

proposed scheme were applied to these 707 locations, respectively, to produce the top 20 

ranking locations. The attribute information of the two results was compared and evaluated. 

We performed performance evaluation based on the setup shown in Table 3, and marked the 

actual search results to verify the search result intuitively using Google Places API provided 

by Google, as shown in Fig. 9.  

     

(a) Existing scheme                                                          (b) Type 1 
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(c) Type 2                                                                (d) Type 3 

      

(e) Type 4                                                                 (f) Type 5 

      

(g) Type 6                                                            (h) Type 7 

Fig. 9. Search result according to preference type 
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As shown in Equation (4), the proposed scheme generates a search result by applying the 

search frequency to location preference and popularity. The location preference means how 

much a user prefer a particular location by considering user preference properties such as 

distance and price. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the top 20 ranking results of the social search. In 

general, a user prefers a location that is cheaper and closer among the same type of locations. 

Since the social search provides the personalized results when user preferences are reflected 

well, the average distance and price of the search result become low. Fig. 10 shows top 20 

average distances according to preference types. As shown in Fig. 10, the proposed scheme 

provides closer locations by 71% and 18% over the existing schemes when the distance 

preference is high and low, respectively. Fig. 11 shows top 20 average prices according to the 

preference types. As shown in Fig. 11, the proposed scheme provides cheaper locations by 

61% and 13% over the existing schemes when the price preference is high and low, 

respectively. As a result, the proposed scheme improves 32% average distance and 30% 

average price over the existing schemes. In Fig. 10, since the distance preferences of type 1, 

type 3, and type 5 are high, their average distances are small over type 2, type 4, and type 6. 

Especially, type 5 shows a short distance since it considers only the distance preference. The 

average distance of search results in type 7 is less than those of type 2, type 4, and type 6 that 

have the small distance preferences. Although the distance preferences of type 2, type 4, and 

type 6 are low, there is the difference of average distances of search results due to the 

difference of search frequencies. When only locations with high prices are around a user, 

faraway locations are provided to a user with only the price preference like type 6. As a result, 

faraway locations are included in the search result by reflecting the price preference than the 

distance preference. In Fig. 11, the average price of a search result of the proposed scheme 

changes according to the price preference and the search frequency. However, the average 

price of a search result of the existing scheme does not almost change. Since type 1, type 3, and 

type 5 are low over type 2, type 4, and type 6 in terms of the price preference, the average 

prices of their search results are relatively low. Especially, type 6 shows the cheapest price 

since it considers only the price preference. The search result of the existing scheme according 

to the preference does not almost change since it considers not the user distance and the price 

preference but popularities and expert ratings. Type 5 provides only the expensive locations 

since it considers only the distance preference. Type 3 also shows the high price preference 

over the distance preference but when the search frequency is low, it provides locations with 

high prices since the price preference is less reflected. It is shown that the search result that 

considers the distance preference reflects the price preference. The proposed scheme generates 

preferences through a user’s visiting records and extracts meaningful information using 

skyline processing. Therefore, the average distance and price of a search result in the proposed 

scheme changes by reflecting the preference and search frequency of a user’s price and 

distance. It was verified that preference information was well reflected when the search 

frequency was high and preference information was well reflected despite a relatively low 

search frequency. It was also verified that extreme user preferences caused no problems when 

producing the result values, as shown in types 5 and 6. As a result, it was shown that the 

proposed scheme reflects user preferences well and changes a search result according to the 

search frequency. It was also shown that as the search frequency increases, the user preference 

is reflected well. 
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Fig. 10. Average distance of top 20 ranks according to preference type 

 

 
Fig. 11. Average price of top 20 ranks according to preference type 

 

It was verified that extreme user preferences and very low search frequencies were well 

reflected in the search results through the top 20 results of the social search. As a result, we 

verified the flexibility of the proposed system. However, it is difficult to say that simply 

reflecting user information in search results guarantees satisfactory results. Therefore, we 

carried out an objective evaluation of the locations included in the top 20 ranks. For example, 

even if a user prefers a cheap restaurant once, it does not mean that s/he wants a cheap location 

always. In the preference information about restaurants, public reputation is also included 
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along with price information. If there are no visitors to a restaurant despite a cheap price, it 

may not produce appropriate search results in response to a user’s request. 

In order to measure the accuracy of the proposed scheme, we measured the ratio of 

inclusion of the top 20 locations to the top 50 locations produced by the existing scheme. The 

compared existing scheme excluded users’ personal preference information and determined 

priority based on public popularity and assessment scores of experts, which is why the search 

results had high objectivity. Fig. 12 shows the ratio of inclusion of the top 20 locations, as 

shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, to the top 50 locations produced by the existing scheme. It was 

shown through performance evaluation that when the preference is the same and the search 

frequency is different, the ratios that type 1, type 2, type 3, and type 4 can be included in the 

results of the existing scheme are relatively different by 71% on average. However, type 5, 

type 6, and type 7 are different within about 4%. Although type 1 is similar to type 2 in terms 

of the preferences of distance and price, the search frequency of type 1 is high. In addition, 

although type 2 is similar to type 4 in terms of the preferences of distance and price, the search 

frequency of type 2 is high. Therefore, the probability that type 3 and type 4 with low search 

frequency can be included in the results of the existing scheme over type 1 and type 2 is 

increased. That is, the lower their search frequencies are, the higher the weight of popularity 

than user preference is. Therefore, they have the similar results as the existing scheme. Type 5, 

type 6, and type 7 are the same in terms of search frequency although their preference types are 

different. So the ratios that they can be included in the results of the existing scheme are 

different each other. However, the difference is very small over other preferences. Through 

these results, it was concluded that the proposed scheme reflected both user preference 

information and public popularity sufficiently. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Search ratio 

 

The proposed scheme improves the utilization of search results by using time information 

and increases the search efficiency by assigning high weights to locations with high 

popularities. In order to perform performance evaluation according to search times, we set up 

performance evaluation parameter values as shown in Table 4. We fix a distance, a price, and 
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a search frequency, and change a search time. The unit of the search time is hour. Type 1 

removed time information, while types 2 and 4 reflected the three most active check-in time 

slots based on the Gowalla dataset. 

 
Table 4. Performance evaluation setup values 

Attribute Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 

Search time(hour) N/A 12 15 19 

Price 0.4 

Distance 0.6 

Search frequency 0.6 

Search location 14th Street, New York, NY 10011, United States 

Keyword restaurant 

 

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 shows average distances and prices of top 20 locations according to 

search times in order to prove the efficiency of the search result. It was shown through 

performance evaluation that the average distance and price of the proposed scheme reduced by 

47% and 44% over the existing scheme when we compare the search results according to 

search times. Since the existing scheme does not reflect a search time, the average distances 

according to search times almost do not change. However, the proposed scheme provides the 

different results according to search times since it considers the popularity at the search time. It 

was verified that the average values of the search results differed according to time despite the 

fact that the user attribute information was the same, since a candidate group changes 

according to time. Since the user preferred distance to price, as shown in Table 4, this was 

marked on a map utilizing the Google Place API, as shown in Fig. 15, to verify this intuitively. 

Type 1 was omitted on the map, because it had the same condition as type 7 in Fig. 9(h). 

 

 
Fig. 13. Average distance according to search time 
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Fig. 14. Average price according to search time 

 

 

      

(a) Type 2                                                               (b) Type 3 
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(c) Type 4 
Fig. 15. Change in search results according to time 

 

Table 5 refers to the top four sub-category keywords excluding the search keyword in the 

top 20 ranks produced by the existing scheme and the proposed scheme. Through the 

sub-category distribution table of the top search ranks, the way in which time information was 

reflected in the search results could be determined. This table verified the sub-categories of 

search results according to a wide query such as restaurant. For example, type 3 showed search 

results at around 3PM, which verified that many cafés and bakeries were included in the search 

result. On the other hand, type 4, which was searched at 7PM, had many restaurants, including 

taverns and hotels unlike the result of type 3. This result verified that user preference, in 

consideration of user circumstances over time, was well reflected in the search result of the 

proposed scheme compared to the existing scheme. In addition, the proposed scheme reduced 

computation time by 20.2% due to time information utilization compared to type 1, which did 

not utilize time information. 

 
Table 5. Frequencies of sub-categories within search results 

Rank Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 

1 takeaway takeaway cafe bar 

2 cafe delivery bakery nightclub 

3 
grocery store/ 

supermarket 
cafe 

grocery store/  

supermarket 

convenience 

store 

4 bar 
grocery store/ 

supermarket 
convenience store hotel 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a social search scheme to improve reliability through an 

implicit information-collection scheme utilizing skyline processing and reflecting user 

preference information on locations by receiving feedback. Furthermore, time information 

was included in queries, thereby providing search results appropriate for moving users 
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according to search results. In the performance evaluation, we compared the average values 

according to the attributes of the top 20 ranking locations. The proposed scheme reduced the 

average value of each attribute by about 15% according to search frequency, which verified 

that user preference was well reflected. The comparison of the top search results of the 

proposed scheme with those of the existing scheme showed at least 20% similarity, which 

guarantees objectivity according to search frequency. These results verified that the proposed 

scheme not only reflected user preference but also maintained a certain level of objectivity. In 

addition, it was verified that the proposed scheme not only provided suitable search results 

according to search time by utilizing time information but also reduced overall computation 

time by about 20% compared to the scheme that does not consider time information. 
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